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New- Coral Theory. the distinction. On account of containing the unripe Sen .. atlonaIl.un, not Science. 

Prof. Alexander Agassiz arrived at San Francisco eggs rich in mineral salts, the hind part of the feminine Scientific discoveries . have often been so 
from Honolulu, February 12. He has spent several cocoon is found to be by far less transparent than that wonderful in character that it ought not to excite sur
months in the Sout,h Sea, mainly devoting his time to of the masculine. The dark shade in the vicinity of prise to find intelligent people ready to accept without 
the study of coral animals. Both Darwin and Dana the ovary admits of readily recognizing the feminine question announcements of inventions and discoveries 
held that coral is made, sinks and is replenished on the silk chrysalis. of the most improbable and absurd charactar. Along 
surface. This they taught continued indefinitely, and • • • • • this ,line the evil influence of a' sensational press is 
this process was Ilalled the theory of subsidence. Prof. AN IMPROVED COPY-HOLDER. enormous. It was bad enough ten years ago, but it 
Agassiz now believes that coral is a comparatively thin The acc�mpanying I,".ustration re�resents a copy-

I has been greatly magnified by the recent, and, on tile 
crust formed upon a mountain that has been sUbmerg- \ holder deslgne� to faCilitate the ta�mg of notes, and whole, unfortunate clJllapening of processes of illustra
ed or upon a volcanic pile, and in nearly every case afterward holdmg the paper on which the notes are tion, to the seductions of which nearly every newspaper 
where the borings have been made the coral has been written in convenient position for transcribing, the in the land has yielded. 
found to be shallow. In a few places where it seems To this has been added the newspaper" syndicate," 
to have a depth that might sustain the theories of Dar- ------ -------- by which men who know really nothing of science are 
win, Prof. Agassiz proves that material into which the employed to furnish sensational articles on scientific 
deep borings are made is lime of a former age of the discovery, illustrated by sensational pictures, all of 
earth. He shows that the admixture of sand with the which is the more injurious because often founded 
coral establishes the surface or shallow reef. The upon a slender, microscopic tissue of fact. Unfortu-
foundation for coral in every instance has proved it to nately, some men who may be said to inhabit the fringe 
be of such material and of such shape as to warrant of genuine scientific activity lend themselves to this 
the conclusion that the coral is a cap to submerged sort of thing and are made much of accordingly. 
mountains and volcanic upheavals. 'Whole pages of this modern joumalism are filled 

• '.' • with accounts of discoveries that are going to be made, 
ELECTRIC TOWBOAT IN A SEWER. for writers of this class are shrewd in taking advan-

The city of Worcester has a large sewer 18 feet wide tage of the fact that human interest and human 
and 13 feet high. The sewage of the city is treated memory are now practically restricted to about twenty-
chemically to render it fit to flow back into thf:O Black- four hours in time. The pUblication of a broadside 
stone River, so that it is desirable to separate the storm describing an alleged improvement of the telescope or 
water from the sewage to les�en the expense of the microscope, in which there is absolutely nothing new 
chemical treatment. In order to accomplish this end a that is true 01' true that is new, adorned with a series 
smaller sewer, 6 feet wide and 4,000 feet long, is being of cuts largely imaginary and many of which have no 
built inside the larger one, utilizing the bottom and one relation to the subject matter, has served the pur-
of the sides of the sewer. A cofferdam is constructed pose intended when its author has received his pay 
to enable the other wall of the sewer to be built, and from the "syndicate" and when the syndicate has 
in order to deliver materials to the workmen an elec- PAXTON'S COPY-HOLDER. scored a triumph in what in these days is called" en-
tric scow was rigged up, which has been found very terprise." 
satisfactory. Electricity is also used to light the sewer, paper used being in the form of a continuous' web. The Even the most conservative among men of science 
to operate ventilating fans and to work electric pumps. improvement forms the subject of a patent issued to are made to appear as willing purveyors of sensational
All of the lighting and power are generated on the Elmer E. Paxton, of Honolulu, Hawail. Fig. 1 repre- ism by what ought to be looked upon as an un war
premises in a small building outside the sewer. About sents the device in use, Fig. 2 showing a view of one ranted and illegitimate use of the results of carefully 
midway between the ends of the sewer a small dock side of the paper-carrying frame, which is held in a conducted investigations, often before such results 
has been constructed and the materials are delivered to sheet metal casing, with a cover plate that is movable have received final construction and approval at their 
it by an incline through a hole made in the top of one to provide a large or small space for the writing, the own hands. 
wall. paper being advanced by a lever or by thumb wheels If all impressions made by this false popularization 

The towboat is a catamaran 22 feet long and 5 feet as desired, amI the plate affording a rest for the arm. of science were to disappear in twenty-four hours, the 
wide. Each of the small boats is 18 inches wide. In For conveniently retracting the web when the notes evil would be greatly lessened; but, unfortunately, 
the middle of the catamaran is a small paddle wheel are to be transcribed, means are employed in connection there are many very intelligent and thoughtful people, 
box which is to prevent splashing, This is driven by with a base on which is a column carrying a flanged who ought to constitute the best support of scientific 
means of sprocket wheels and chains which are con- supporting plate on which the casing of the paper-car- work, upon whom they are more lasting. 'ro such the 
nected with an electric motor of 2X horse power. At rying frame rests. In bearings on the base is a rock line separating the genuine accomplishments of honest 
the stern end is a rudder and controller, so that one shaft on whose forward end is an arm adapted to ex- scholarship from the output of sensationalism, which 
man can operate both. Only one electric boat is used. tend near the keyboard of the typewriter, while the ought to be clear and sharp, is becoming very nebu
It tows six scows, which have already handled 12,000 opposite end of the shaft carries an arm to which is lous, and there is imminent danger of a revolt against 
bricks, 50 barrels of cement and 100 barrels of sand attached a retractile spring, and which is also connected the whole thing. 
daily. The double trolley' system is used, the wires by a cord with the free end of a lever projeeting from The extent to which credulity has been carried was 
being hung from insulated brackets secured to the top the upper end of the casing, so that by rocking the beautifully illustrated not long ago when a widely 
of the arch in such k n o w  n scientific 
a way that a trol- man amused him-
ley can be run on self and m a n  y 
it. A scow is also friends by carica-
fitted with a cen- t u r i  n g, in the 
t I' i f  11 g a I pump columns of one of 
which is used for our s t a n  d a I' <I 
pumping out the scientificjournal�, 
cofferdam, and it s o  III e 0 f t II t) 
is driven by an- phases of moderll 
other motor of 14 psycho p h  y s i c  s. 
horse power. The So perfectly did 
application of the the burlesque re-
electric towage to flect t he fo r III 
s e w e r  construc- ancl substance of 
tioll is novel and sOllle recent con-
the I' e s u l  t s ob- tributions to that 
tained a I' e most 
satisfactory. 

The e 1 e c t r i  c 
scow was design
ed by Mr. Harri
son P. E d d y ,  
Superintendent of 
Sewers, W orces
tel', M a s  s . Mr. 
Robert N. Ken
dall is the assist
ant in charge of 
the e 1 e c t r i  c a I 
work. 

The X Kay .. In 
the Silk CuI· 
ture. 

science t h  at i t  
was immediately 
accepted as seri
ous by the large 
majority of read
ers.-Prof. T. C. 
M e n  d e n  hall, in 
�cience. 

• •• 

The masculine 
silk cocoon yields 
more silk t h a n  
that of the femi
nine; hence for 
raising purposes 
such varieties as 

ELECTRIC TOWBOAT IN MAIN SEWER, WORCESTER MASS. 

THE w o r k  on 
the middle arch' of 
the Bonn Rhine 
bridge, which is 
at pr e s e n  t the 
l a r g e s t  in Ger
many, being 184 
m e t  e I' s wide, is 
n o w  completed. 
The I' e s ui t of 
lowering the en
ormous iron bnr
den 0 f 1,700,000 
kil o g r alllllle s 
upon the bridge 

give more masculine eggs are by far preferable. Up shaft extending forward from the buse the web is ad
to the present it was not easy to distinguish the vanced to expose the copy to the typewriter. When 
masculine from the feminine cocoons; the distinction the web of paper has been filled with writing, the web 
was solely based on the greater weight peculiar to the shonld be wound back to the first position before the 
feminine cocoon, The X rays have grea.tly facilitated l copying or transcribing can be done. 
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piers was looked 
forward to with great expectation. The sallie has 
turned out surprisingly favorable, for the two piers only 
show a lateral displacement of Il millimeters, which fur
nishes the best testimonial for their con�truction. The 
arch has settled 35 millimeters in the upper edge. 



J eitutiffe �tutrieau. 
Forms of Lightning. clouds or the clouds and the earth in ordinary weather. 

In his meteorological essays Arago collects and a still more interesting fifth class should be made of 
classifies the descriptions of the different forms that those that play between the earth and the cloud of 
lightning assumes. The fil'st class consists of narrow, ashes and vapor formed above a volcallo in active 
thin, sharply defined, luminous lines which may have eruption. 
crimson, violet or bluish colors. These lines may be There does not seem to be any evidence that in these 
classified as straight or slightly curved, zigzag or five classes there is any special new production of elec
broken lines, greatly curved and even re-entrant, and, tricity. We have only to consider the earth as the 
finally, forward and return, very nearly resembling electrified body, permanently eleetrified, and always, 
the capital let tel' V. We have also single flashes that by induction, inducing electric manife�tations in every 
bifurcate into a collection of smaller flashes that may substance that is near to it. The auroral light ought 
number anywhere from two to one hundred, the to be included as one form of the lightning discharge, 
double and triple forks being least frequent. To these since it is certainly a form of electric tlischal'ge modi
varieties the editor would add a sinuous form of light- fied by the rarity of the upper atmosphere from the 
ning flash that he has seen on several occasions, both flash to the stratified sheet lightning. The electric 
in Chicago and Washington, in which the flash ap- discharge is modified, not mel'ely by the rarefaction of 
pears to run with comparative slowness, horizontally, the dry atlllosphere of oxygen arid nitrogen, but still 
along the under surface of a cloud, dying out after it more so by the rarefaction of the other gases in the 
has pursued a path whose apparent angular length is atmosphere, such as the hydrocarbons and the carbonic 
from one to five degrees. Nt) noise whatever usually acid gas, and probably also by that of the aqueous 
accompanies this lightning, althongh the flashes may vapor, so that air which is \ ery dry or very cold, and 
be in the zenith. When last observed, in May, 1897, therefore contains but little aqueous vapor, may have 
it seellled possible that these might be simply long 

I 
much to do with the formation of auroras. According 

flashes viewed endwise, so that the appal'ent path, to the recent researches of Prof. 'rrowbridge, the char
which was sometimes so curved as to form a com- acter of the electric current as to intensity and quan
plete oval or spiral, was simply the projection of' what tity is also a prime factol' in determining the character 
would fl'om another location have appeared to be a of the luminosity. He has been able to reproduce a 
long flash between an upper and a lower cloud. great variety of forms of lightning, such as have been 

The second class recognized by Arago is that of the photographed from time to time, by proper alterations 
diffuse lightning, spreading over immense sUl'faces, in his apparatus.-Prof. Cleveland Abbe, in Monthly 
often of an intense reddish tinge, but sometimes blue Weather Review. 
or violet, and which in America and England are - •••• 
spoken of as "heat lightning," but which are more Cavalry In F uture Wars. 

properly called" sheet lightning." During an ordinary It has been said that the days of dashing cavalry
thunderstorm the sheet lightning is fal' more frequent men will soon be over, and that the art of riding will be
than the flash lightning. come as purely a pastime as the art of sailing is destined 

The third class includes the mysterious " globular or to become by reason of the introduction of steam, says 
ball lightning," which rolls about on the ground and The Literary Digest. This opinion is combated very 
has thus far defied all attempts at satisfactory ex plana- vigorously by Major Kunz in his Kriegs-Geschichtliche 
tion. Beitrage. He believes that the uses of cavalry have 

As a fourth form of electric dischal"ge we must reck- been changed, but that its existence is not yet end an
on the continuous emission of light from the sUl'face gered. On the other hand, he points out that Illere 
of certain clouds. As these clouds are low, and as the mounted men, as against highly trained riders under 
light dies away after a few minutes only to be renewed the very best leaders, are absolutely useless to-day. 
again after a short interval, we must consider this COIllmenting upon the many brilliant though unfor
light as due to myriads of little flashes between the 

I 
tunate cavalry attacks executed by the French in 1870, 

pal"ticles of the clouds without appreciable noise. he says: 
Besides the lightning interchanged between the "1. A frontal attack of cavalry against victorious in-

fantry can only be j ustified when the aim is to save 
time for the purpose of saving the beaten army. The 
success of such an attack is practically impossible. 

•• 2. Momentary success of an attack against the 
flank of victorious infantry is possible. But even such 
an attack must end in the destruction of the force which 
undertake; ; it. 

"3. If the enemy's infantry is beaten, cavalry may 
be used to advantage. But it must be faultless cavalry, 
led by faultless, courageous riders, men who are also 
perfect in their knowledge of the history and psychol
ogy of war. In such a case no thought must be given 
to a few hundred horses foundering on the field. The 
enemy's infantry must not be given time to assemble. 
The cavalry must endeavor to head off the fu�itives, 
for the most disheartened of them will lead the stam
pede. In the rear of a flying army are always the 
bravest. It matters little whether the enemy loses 
much in killed and wGunded. The question is not 
how to kill men, but how to discourage them, to rob 
them of their leaders, to destroy their organization. 

"An infantry which has suffered heavy losses, but 
has advanced victoriously, and has still sufficient am
Illunition, may laugh at a cavalry attack. An infantry 
that has been beaten, and whose officers are killed, 
and which has lost courage in consequence, is a ready 
pl'ey for enterprisin� cavalry. It will be said that, in 
such a case, the cavalry of the beaten army must sacri
fice itself for the infantry. Quite true. 'l'he task of 
the attacking cavalry will then be to overthrow the 
horsemen of the vanquished army. If this succeeds, 
the stampeded horsemen will only assist in increasing 
the confusion of the flying infantry. 

"At any rate, a few hundred men and horses dying 
of slJeer exhaustion in the pursuit of a beaten enemy 
will save the trouble of another bloody battle. To 
train the cavalry for such work is the purpose of ex
tensive maneuvers." 

• I ••• 
Notice to Subscribers. 

All new subscl'iptions to the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 
from this date will begin with the date of receipt in
stead of from the beginning of the year, unless the 
subscriber specifies otherwise. 

CHANGE OF ADDRESS.-Subscribers may have the 
address of. their paper changed as often as desired, 
but they will please send us both the old and the new 
address. 

RECENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONS. Bicycle .. , Etc. 

En�ineering. VARIABLE GEARING.-Samuel J. Ev-
GAS ENGINE MUFFLER.-Charles S. ans and Harry H. lluggins, Roanoke, Va. To enable the 

Bird, Jackson, Mich. This device comprises a casing in rider � �eadily. va'!' tbe s�ed of h�s machin� .while . tbe 
whicb Is sllspen'ded a vessel into which projects the ex- latter I�m motl�n IS the primary object of this mv�ntlOn, 
haust pipe from the engine, a conical spreader being accordmg to which the�e are a n�m�r of concentrIC gears 
supported immediately below the exhauBt outlet, and I 

on t?e pedal shaft, w�lle a longltudmally g,?oved sh�ft 
there being ample room for the gases to expand in the at I1ght angles has Its rear end geare� With tbe drive 
vessel, while a U-shaped pipe is provided for the escape wbeel, there being a number of loose pimous on the for· 
of the �es to the outer air. ward end of this shaft to mesh with the gear o� the pedal 

threaded connection with a second sleeve, a boss keyed 
to the shaft serving to guide tbe second sleeve as it 
turns, while an eccentric pivoted to the plate has con
nection witb the second sleeve, the eccentric having an 
elongated opening to receive the boss of the plate W 
permit the adjustment of the eccentric. 

This generator comprises a risim! and falling holder in 
which tbe receiver is supported to carry the carbide into 
aI!d out of cnntact with the water, a gasometer to hold 
the gas being connected with the holder by a pipe, and 
there being an intermediate mechanism whereby the 
movement of the dome of the gasometer will operate to 
control tbe up and down movement of tbe holder, where_ 
by only the required amount of gas, as taken off for 
consumption, will be generated. 

shaft. Separators are arranged between tbe pmions, the SPEED,CHANGING DE VICE AND INDI- pinions and separators baving keyways, while a key 
cAToR.-Philip J. Runser, Redfield, S. D. Tbls is a sliding in the groove of the shaft is lIdapted to be moved 
device for use on tractiot. and otller engines, to indicate bto engagement with the ways of the pinions 01' sepa
tbe speed while the engine is running and to permit the rators. 
engineer to readily change tbe speed at any time as de
sired. The Idevice IS more especially designed for use on TANDEM.-Henry M. Hunt, Indianapo-

CASING CUTTER FOR WELL TUBES .-
Silas W. Munn� Mannington, West Va. When the iron 
tubes or casings of artesian or driven wells are to be cut 
for removing a section. and it is desirable to make the 
cut near a joint or coupling, this invention provides a 
device to automatically indicate the location of the 
joint and at tbe same time arrest the descent of the 
cutter at the nght point for dividing tbe tube or casing. 
Attached to an upper or lower extension of the rotatable 
tube cutter is a beveled catch and a spring which pro
jects the device laterally for engagement with the joint 
of the tube or casing, the device holding the cutting 
apparatus in proper working position. 

E ARTH AUGER. - Joseph Carter and 
William Ricbmond, Blyth, Canada. A tool for conve
niently boring post boles, devised by these inve.:tots, 
comprises a telescopically adjustable handle with spider
>haped foot piece carrying blades curving inwardly, and 
attached to a vertically adjustable ring, to regulate the 
Btiffness of the lowe, ends of the blades, the blades form
ing a skeleton basket in which the earth is received as 
the auger is rotated and forced down, and the loose earth 
being thus removed as the operation progresses. 

WHI P SOCKET AND REIN HOLDER.-

engines employed for thrashing and simil�r purposes, lis, Ind. Tbis ilJvention provides a construction whereby 
and connected to the governor stem is one end of a two bicycles may be easily connected to form a tandem 
"pring whose other end i8 connected to a double gear, or disconnected and employed as independent bicycles. 
wheel for adjusting the tension, the gear wheel being! 'lbere is a yielding connection for a leader and trailer, 
normally .tationary, an operatine: device engaging one I comprising crossheads, one adapted for pivotal connec- Agl'icultlll'al. 

Marshall T. Howland, Pittsford, VI. This ie a combina· 
of its serie� 01 teeth wbile an indicator is operated by the tion with t.he le�der an.d the other with .the trailer, wbile tion device for attachment to the dashboard of vehicles 

C U L T I V A TO R . - FrederJ'ck H and d h t . ted b d to h Id th b' second set of teetb. The speed of the engine is changed. plates havmg telescopIc or tubular portIOns are mounted . an aB wo plVO mem ers arrange 0 e w Ip 
by increasing or dimmishing the tension of the spring. I to move between tbe crossheadB, and rods extend from Tbomas C. Bornman, Sunlmlt, Miss. In cultivators or and a supplemental member to hold the reins. Two 

• I the crossheads to connections With the.plates. Both the Bide harrows, tllis invention provides a meanB whereby clips are rigidly secured to the whip socket, along which 
\V A TER WHEEL. - Da vld Morg-an, Ax - i leader and trailer may have one or more seats, or one tbe angle, pitch and spaces or distances of all the bbdes extends a rib, and a post stand. rigidly on the upper 

ial, Col. To f�cilit�t<; raising and I?weri.ng a w�ter I seat may be omitted and provision made for carrymg can be Bimultaneouslv adjusted, to secure complete ar_ clip, from which projects a stop, while a spring embrac-
wheel, and holdmg It Immersed as desired, IS the obJect, bundles. I rangement and exactness in relative position, it being' ing the post serves to throw a shoe toward the rib. 

ried at one end of a pivoted frame at whose opposite BICYCL.E STAN�.-Wl�h�m�. Lea;ltt, s!lanks of the blades are attached transversely to the AFETY DEVIC� FOR ENVELO P�S.-of this invention, accordmg to which the wheel is car I . . . 
I 

possible to retain the equalizing cross bars to which the S 
end is a rack and pivoted levers, one lever having a dog New York City. A�cordmg �o this mven�lOn,. a bICycle beam or at any desired angle. The invention also pro. Aaron H. Danner, Manhelm, Pa. To p�vent the flau�u
and the other a pawl, both arranged for engagement with i stand of strong and mexpenslve constructIOn IS formed vides for the use of any' form of blade, whether it b e  a le�t . openl?g o f  e.nvelopes b y  steaml�g or otherWise, 
tbe rack, the pawl and lever holding the frame in its ad- ?f � block of wO?d: on a SUitable base, .a fOflvard turning plow or a half shovel, either being readily 6e. 1 thls l�ventlon pr?vldes for the cementmg of a .plece

. 
of 

justed position, and the dog aud lever being adllpted to mclmed groove re�elvmg the front brace, while Il trans· curea to the sbanks or stocks and given any deBired material to the mner :ace ?f the envelope adJacen� to 
raise the wheel and assist in lowering it, and the weigbt verse groo�e reCelVes the crank hanger . and anot?er inclination, tbe attachment being effected by a shoc and the addres�, su?h mater,.! bemg cove�ed by �he .seahng 
of ttle frame enabling tbe levers to be easily operated in groove reCelves the rear fork. The block IS made hl�h a single faE tening bolt and being absolutely rigid. and not bemg liable to be loosene� Without blUrrmg the 
raisinll; ana lowering the wheel. enough to hold the wheel free from the grounrl, per- address. Another form of the Improvement provides 

BOILER ALARM.-J ohn O'Connor and mitting the wheels to be revolved and all parts readily POI SON OR FERTILIZER DISTRIBU TER. :or an inner and ?uter envelope, the sealed side of the 
reached for cleaning and repairing, and it may also be -Frank L. Richter, Moravia, Texas. For the distribu- mner envelope bemg cemenied to the back of the ad
made sutlieientl, strong to support the rider while being tion of poison or a fertilizer to tbe plants at each side of dress portion of the outer envelope. CollatinuRA. Turner, Now York City. According to the 

system provided by this invention, an electric alarm or 
steam whistle alarm may be employed to indicate high or 
low.water, the device comprising a cylinder with water 
gage and fioat from which extends a stem connecting 
with a shaft carrying an arm to which isattached a yield
ing contact plate, in connection with Jln electric circuit, 
while there is also a sprlDg yielding connection between 
the arm anu a water controlling valve, whicb is operated 
by an upward or downward movement of the fioat. 

Electrical. 

C AT,L Box S Y S T E M.-William T. 
Bnuds, Charleston, S. C .  This system comprises a main 
wire with which the call boxes have a shunt connection 
while also having a ground connection, a battery with one 
pole of which one end of the main wire connects and a wire 
leading from the other pole of the battery and connected 
by a switch with a ground wire, a switch also connecting 
the last wire with the main wire. The first switch also 
operates to connect the lI;round wire with an intermedi
ate element of the hatterY,and there is a Bouuding device 
at each extremity of the main wire. The Improvement 
contemplates a single wife open main circuit having a 
single wire connection with each call box, the circuit 
being completed through the ground. 

fitted to the saddle. a furrow tbrough which tbe ma�hine may be drawn, COFFEE ROASTING. -J oh II W. Pinker-this invention provides a machine of simple and inex
peusive const.ruction, the frame of wpich carries a fan 
near the outlet of the poison or fertilizer receptacle, the �Iee"auical. 

BLANK FOR MANUFACTTJRI�G HOLLOW valved outlet of which i. in communication with an 

ton, Zanesville, O. This inVention covers a method and 
apparatus for roasting coffee, the apparatus comprising 
a roasting furnace in wbich is a coffee cylinder having a 
bond or cover witb an opening, a burner being movable 
into and out of the opening, whereby a gas fiame may 
be introduced at intervals as the roasting proceeds, the 
met bod being to subject the roastir.g coffee to the inter
mittent action of direct flame and thus insure a more 

BODIEs.-Carl Meyer, Dortmund, Germany. In making 
seamles. hollow bodies from plates or sheets. tbis inven
tion is designed to facilitate doing the work without 
materially altering the original diBtance of the particles 
of material in a radial direction or in a Uirection out
ward from the central portion of the blank. With this 
view the portion of the blank designed to COl1le directly 
under the mandrel is made with a marginal portion 
which for a predetermined distance increaBes in thick
ness in sucb proportion that the area of concentric cross 
sections at any distance apart from the center of tbe 
plate shall be constant, the thickness of the blank at 
different points being such as would be prnduced by 
stretching the finished tubular article into a substantially 
plain article. 

ECCENTRIC. - Casper E. Anderson, 
Castle Dale, Utah. This invention is for an eccentric 
which may be reversed hy Bhifting, and is adapted for 
engines and similar machinery employing Blide valves. 
A sleeve splined On a shaft is inclosed by and has 5Crew-

adjusting distrihuting device conslEting of a T .shaped 
tube, open at the ends of itb transve1"E'e section, the fan 
ar.a blower b: ing operated by the revolution of the axle 
carrying tbe B'll1Porting wheels. 

I1Ii�eellnllcou". 
immediate evaporation of itB moisture. 

SPRINKLING NOZZLE.-ArthurW. Joy, 
Bangor, Me. This nozzle is deSigned for sprinkling road
ways, lawns, etc., and to be connected with underground 
pipes, the top of its bnd) being rounded to lie fiat on the 
curbing or project slightly therefrom, so as not to ob 
stmct travel. It has a central water supply cbamber 
communicating by ports with outer fiaring sockets in 
which are conical hollow heads, erch provided with a 
series of outlets, a seat being formed at tbe smaller end 
of each head for a hall valve, whilp the outlets form 
spraying passages or ways around tbe ball. 

C LO C K. - Sig-ismund B. Wortmann, 
New York City. This invention relates to clock-driving 
mechanism to run with but little friction and take up 
only a small space, where"y a clock may be run for sev
eral years and keep accurate time. The mechanism may 
be connected to an ordinary one-day clock, enabling the 
clock to run for a year or more with one winding, and 
comprises substantially a spring motor, such as covered 
by several former patentB granted to the same inventor, 
but mndified by the addition of certain parts and the sub
stitution of other parts. WHIST TABLE.-Williarn P. Morri�sy, 

ACE TYLENE GAS GENERA'l'OR.-James Brooklyn, N. Y. This inventor has de";8c,1 a table 
L. Jiardwick lind Sidney O. Manville, Cedar Ra pids, Ia. espeCially �dapted for duplicate whist, in which the hands 
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